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From the birth of appraising industry in 1980s, it has played an important part 
in enterprise reform、protecting property right of assets in respect parties、
maintaining market-oriented order and promoting opening-up. Machinery and 
equipment appraising is an important one among many appraising project. Whatever 
in the beginning of its development or present now, appraising machinery and 
equipment is the core of asset assessment. The successful applying of appraising 
machinery and equipment is significant in protecting property right of assets to 
different kind of manufactories, especially industry enterprises. Whether it works 
successfully mainly depend on whether the theories and methods are reasonable or 
not. At present, the study of appraising machinery and equipment has not been 
sufficient, whatever in theories or practical application. About theory study of 
appraising methods, both the study means and content are simplex. The problems 
that research is not comprehensive and in-depth enough are also happened in the 
theory of practical application. By comparative analysis to three most important 
methods of appraising machinery and equipment which is market comparative 
method、firm intrinsic method、asset valuation, the paper finds deficiency existed in 
study of these three methods, and advances some improvement and perfection from 
theory foundation. Then according to operation principle of the methods, endeavor to 
illustrate the theory of their practical application. With related case, the thesis 
verifies the applying of appraising machinery and equipment. On bases of above 
analysis and application to different types of appraising method, this paper has a 
further perfection on the theory of appraising machinery and equipment. 
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第一章  导  论 
第一节  选题的背景及意义 
一、选题的背景 
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